Introduction
Most volcanic flows are influenced by local and regional topography and the numerous eruptions on Io should be no exception. Ra Patera (-8°, 325°) is the largest known of lo's radiating shield-like lava flow fields (width~450 km, total area -250,000 kin2; Fig. 1 ). It is a site of possible sulfur or sulfur-rich lava flows (Pieri et al., 1984; McEwen et al., 1989; Greeley et al., 1990; Moses and Nash, 1991) and has been the scene of some of the most dramatic surface changes observed over the 17 years since the 1979 Voyager encounters. HST observed a major brightening at Ra Patera between March 1994 and July 1995 (Spencer et al., 1997a) .
Galileo images in
1996 showed an active plume, extensive bright deposits, and a large dark deposit interpreted to be a massive lava flow or flow field extending southeast from the central vent area (Belton et al., 1996 as composed of sulfur (Pieri et al., 1984) . These flows are -50
to 250 km long and -1 km (the limit of resolution) to 4 km wide (except in one location where they broaden or merge into a "flow" -15 km width). At numerous sites, small lobes appear to branch laterally from the main flow (Greeley et al., 1988) . (Spencer et al., 1997a; Belton, et al., 1996) . Theonlysubstantial relief withintheRaPatera region is associated withtheridged mountain unitextending east ofRa Patera tonorth ofCarancho Patera (Figs. 1,2,3) . Between Ra Patera andCarancho Patera, thisunitis0.5to3 kmhigh (Figs.  1,2) . Thetwotransverse ridges that cross thisunitsouth of Carancho Patera (Figs. 1,3 )are-5 to6 kmhigh.These may alsoberelated to fissure vents.Thewesternmost portion (adjacent toRaPatera) forms a scarp-bounded plateau roughly 0.5kmhigh.Thisplateau is a potential topographic impediment toanyeastward flowoflava from RaPatera after 1979.
Theoval dome justnorthwest ofCarancho Patera (Fig. 1,2 ) is -8 kmhighandhassome features thatsuggest a volcanic origin. (OnlyHaemus Mons(9 km),Euboea Montes (10.5 km), and Boosaule Montes (-15km)arecurrently known tobe higher on1o.Thesmaller unnamed mountain west ofRaPatera is 4-5kmhigh.)Carancho Patera is located ontheflankof thisdome, butis only1to 1.5 kmabove theplains and 6 to7 kmbelowitssummit. Thesmall pitonthesummit of this dome may beavolcanic source vent.
Discussion
The slopes observed at Ra Patera in 1979 (<0.3°) are very low compared to most planetary shield volcanos, such as Mauna Loa and Olympus Mons (Moore et al., 1978) , and many Venus volcanos (Schaber, 1991) . The compositions of these volcanos are usually assumed to be basaltic. Alba Patera on
Mars (Mouginis-Mark et al., 1988) , and a few venusian shields (Schaber, 1991) have local slopes as low as 0.2°. The slopes on Ra Patera are similar to those on basaltic plains such as Mare Imbrium (Moore and Schaber, 1975) , portions of the Snake River plains (Greeley and King, 1977) , and a few large flow fields on Venus (Roberts et al., 1992 Wilson and Head, 1983) . For a basaltic lava (see Davies [1996] for flow model parameters) with a viscosity of 1000 Pa s on a slope of 0.3°, the expected channel width for a combined flow and levee width of 2 km is 1200 m.
A mass eruption rate inferred from this channel width (Davies, (Davies, 1996) , in the range of the lunar mare basalt emplacement rates (e.g., Schaber, 1973 The Post-Voyager Lava Flows (1994) (1995) (1996) The new dark volcanic deposit observed at Ra Patera by Galileo (Belton et al., 1996) (Belton et al., 1996) indicates that this deposit flowed around (or at least flowed up against) the southeast edge of the plateau adjacent to the Ra Patera caldera (Fig. 4) . The deflection around this plateau indicates that the new flow(s) are less than~0.5 km thick. The most significant positive relief features near Ra Patera is a 0.5 km high plateau -50 km due east of the summit (and extending 600 km due northeast of Ra Patera, where it reaches heights of 5 to 8 km).
Conclusions
The new 1994-1996 flows were apparently deflected to the southeast of this obstruction.
